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ASYMPTOTIC VARIANCE FOR RANDOM WALK METROPOLIS CHAINS

IN HIGH DIMENSIONS: LOGARITHMIC GROWTH VIA THE POISSON

EQUATION

ALEKSANDAR MIJATOVIĆ AND JURE VOGRINC

Abstract. There are two ways of speeding up MCMC algorithms: (1) construct more complex

samplers that use gradient and higher order information about the target and (2) design a control

variate to reduce the asymptotic variance. While the efficiency of (1) as a function of dimension

has been studied extensively, this paper provides the first results linking the efficiency of (2)

with dimension. Specifically, we construct a control variate for a d-dimensional Random walk

Metropolis chain with an IID target using the solution of the Poisson equation for the scaling

limit in [RGG97]. We prove that the asymptotic variance of the corresponding estimator is

bounded above by a multiple of logpdq{d over the spectral gap of the chain. The proof hinges on

large deviations theory, optimal Young’s inequality and Berry-Esseen type bounds. Extensions

of the result to non-product targets are discussed.

1. Introduction

Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods are designed to approximate expectations of

high dimensional random vectors, see e.g. [BGJM11, Tie94]. It is hence important to understand

how the efficiency of MCMC algorithms scales with dimension. The optimal scaling literature,

initiated by the seminal paper [RGG97], indicates that for the high-dimensional algorithms it is

the growth of the asymptotic variance with dimension that provides perhaps the most natural

measure of efficiency for MCMC (see [RR01, Sections 1.2 and 2.2], [RR98, Sec. 3]). For instance,

for a product target, the asymptotic variance for the Random walk Metropolis (RWM) chain

on Rd is heuristically of the order Opdq [RGG97, RR01]. Moreover, the asymptotic variances of

the d-dimensional Metropolis-adjusted Langevin algorithm (MALA), Hamiltonian Monte Carlo

and the fast-MALA are Opd1{3q [RR98], Opd1{4q [BPR�13] and Opd1{5q [DRVZ16], respectively.

This paper constructs a dimension-dependent estimator (see (1) below) and proves a bound

on its asymptotic variance, suggesting the order Oplogpdqq, for a RWM chain with an IID target.

The idea is to exploit the following facts: (I) the law of the diffusion scaling limit for the RWM
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2 ALEKSANDAR MIJATOVIĆ AND JURE VOGRINC

chain (as d Ñ 8) from [RGG97] is close (in the weak sense) to that of the law of the chain

itself and (II) the Poisson equation for the limiting Langevin diffusion has an explicit solution.

Following ideas from [MV16], we construct and analyse the estimator using (I) and (II).

Specifically, let ρ be a density on R and ρdpxdq :�±d
i�1 ρpxdi q the corresponding d-dimensional

product density, where xd � pxd1, . . . , xddq P Rd. Let Xd � tXd
nunPN be the RWM chain converging

to ρd with the normal proposal with variance l2{d � Id (here Idx
d � xd, for all xd P Rd, and l a

constant), analysed in [RGG97]. If fpxdq depends only on the first coordinate xd1, then ρdpfq :�³
Rd fpxdqρdpxdqdxd �

³
R fpxqρpxqdx �: ρpfq. Under appropriate conditions, the asymptotic

variance σ2
f,d in the Central limit theorem (CLT) for the estimator

°n
i�1 fpXd

i q{n of ρdpfq satisfies

σ2
f,d ¤ 2Varρpfq{p1� λdq and, heuristically, σ2

f,d � Opdq as dÑ8.

Here Varρpfq :� ρpf2q�ρpfq2 and 1�λd denotes the spectral gap of the chain Xd. The inequality

follows by the spectral representation of σ2
f,d in [Gey92, KV86]. The reasoning analogous to that

applied to the integrated autocorrelation time in [RR01, Sec. 2.2] can be used to argue that the

spectral gap 1� λd is of the order Op1{dq. Hence the asymptotic variance σ2
f,d is Opdq.

The Poisson equation for the Langevin diffusion arising in the scaling limit of Xd in [RGG97]

is a second order linear ODE with solution f̂ given explicitly in terms of f and the density ρ,

see (7) below. For large d, the function f̂ ought to approximate the solution of the Poisson

equation for Xd. The reasoning in [MV16] then suggests the form of an estimator for ρdpfq,
which under appropriate technical assumptions, satisfies the following CLT:

(1)
?
n

�
1

n

ņ

i�1

�
f � dpPdf̂ � f̂q

	
pXd

i q � ρdpfq
�

dÝÑ Np0, σ̂2
f,dq as nÑ8,

where Pd is the transition kernel of the chain Xd. The main result of this paper (Theorem 1

below) states that for some constant C ¡ 0 the following inequality holds

σ̂2
f,d ¤ C logpdq{pdp1� λdqq and, heuristically, σ̂2

f,d � Oplogpdqq as dÑ8.

Theorem 1 also gives the explicit dependence of the constant C on the function f .

This result suggests that to achieve the same level of accuracy as when estimating ρdpfq by

an average over an IID sample form ρd, only Oplog dq times as many RWM samples are needed

if the control variate dpPdf̂ � f̂q is added. This should be contrasted to Opdq (resp. Opd1{3q,
Opd1{4q, Opd1{5q) times as many samples for the RWM (resp. MALA, Hamiltonian Monte Carlo,

fast-MALA) without the control variate, see [RR01, RR98, BPR�13, DRVZ16].

The optimal scaling for the proposal variance of a d-dimensional RWM chain is Op1{dq,
see [RR01] for a review and [BRS09, Thm. 4] for the proof that other scalings lead to suboptimal

behaviour. To get a non-trivial scaling limit in [RGG97], it is necessary to accelerate the chains

pXdqdPN linearly in dimension. The weak convergence of the accelerated chain to the Langeivn

diffusion suggests that df̂ is close to the solution of the Poisson equation for Pd and f , making

dpPdf̂ � f̂q a good control variate. Using an approximate solution to the Poisson equation to

construct control variates is a common variance reduction technique, see e.g. [Hen97, Mey08,
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DK12, MV16]. In this context, more often than not, an approximate solution used is a solution

of a Poisson equation of a simpler related process. For instance, in [MV16] a sequence of

Markov chains on a finite state space, converging weakly to a given RWM chain, is constructed.

Then a solutions to the Poisson equation of the finite state chain is used to construct a control

variate capable of reducing the asymptotic variance of the RWM chain arbitrarily. Here this

idea is turned on its head: a solution to the Poisson equation of the limiting diffusion is used

to construct a control variate for a RWM chain from a weakly convergent sequence in [RGG97].

Since the complexity of the RWM increases arbitrarily as dimension d Ñ 8, it is infeasible to

get an arbitrary variance reduction as in [MV16]. However, heuristically, the amount of variance

reduction measured by the ratio σ2
f,d{σ̂2

f,d still tends to infinity at the rate d{ logpdq.
If the solution of the Poisson equation for Xd and f were available, we could construct an

estimator for ρdpfq with zero variance (see e.g. [MV16]). Put differently, in this case there would

be no need for the chain to explore its state space at all. In our setting, since the jumps of Xd

are of size Op1{?dq [RGG97], after Oplog dq steps the chain will have explored the distance of

Oplogpdq{?dq. In line with the observation above this distance tends to zero as d Ñ 8 since,

heuristically, df̂ approximates the solution of the Poisson equation for Pd and f arbitrarily well.

The key technical step in the proof of our result (Theorem 3 below) is a type of concentration

inequality. It generalises the limit in [RGG97, Lemma 2.6], which essentially states that gen-

erators of the accelerated chains pXdqdPN converge to the generator of the Langevin limit when

applied to a compactly supported and infinitely smooth function, in two ways: (A) it extends

the limit to a class of functions of sub-exponential growth and (B) provides estimates for the

rate of convergence. Both of these extensions are key for our main result. (A) allows us to apply

Theorem 3 to a solution of the Poisson equation, which is not compactly supported. Note that

this step in the proof entails identifying the correct space of functions that is closed under the

operation of solving the Poisson equation (see Proposition 21 below). Estimate (B) allows us

to control the asymptotic variance via a classical spectral-gap bound. The proof of Theorem 3,

outlined in Sec. 4.1 below, crucially depends on the large deviations theory (Sec. 5.2), the form of

the constant in optimal Young’s inequality (Sec. 5.3) and Berry-Esseen type bounds (Sec. 5.4).

We conclude the introduction with a comment on how the present paper fits into the liter-

ature. Since, as discussed above, the asymptotic variance σ2
f,d is approximately equal to the

product 2Varρpfq{p1� λdq, two “orthogonal” approaches to speeding up MCMC algorithms are

feasible. (a) The MCMC method itself can be modified, with the aim of increasing the spectral

gap, leading to many well-known reversible samplers such as MALA and Hamiltonian Monte

Carlo [DKPR87] as well as non-reversible ones [BR17, DLP16]. There is a plethora of papers

(see [RR98, BPR�13, DRVZ16] and the references therein) studying the asymptotic properties

of such sampling algorithms as dimension increases to infinity. (b) A control variate g, satisfying

ρpgq � 0, may be added to f with the aim of reducing Varρpfq to Varρpf �gq without modifying

the MCMC algorithm. A number of control variates have been proposed in the MCMC litera-

ture [AC99, PMG14, OGC17, DK12]. Thematically, the present paper fits under (b) and, to the
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best of our knowledge, is the first to investigate the growth of the asymptotic variance as the

dimension dÑ8 in this context. Moreover, it is feasible that our method could be generalised

to some of the algorithms under (a), see Section 3.2 below for a discussion of possible extensions.

The remainder of paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives a detailed description of the

assumptions and states the results. Section 3 illustrates algorithms based on our main result

with numerical examples and discusses (without proof) potential extensions of our results for

other MCMC methods, more general targets, etc. In Section 4 we prove our results. Section 5

develops the tools needed for the proofs of Section 4. Section 5 uses results from probability

and analysis but is independent of all that precedes it in the paper.

2. Results

Let Xd � tXd
nunPN be a RWM chain in Rd with a transition kernel Pdf :� p1{dqGdf � f ,

where

(2) Gdfpxdq :� dEYd

��
fpYdq � fpxdq

	
αpxd,Ydq

�
, αpxd,Ydq :� 1^ ρdpYdq

ρdpxdq ,

xd P Rd, Yd � pY d
1 , . . . , Y

d
d q � Npxd, l2{d � Idq and x^ y :� mintx, yu for all x, y P R, started in

stationarity Xd
1 � ρd. Let Sn consists of all the functions with their first n derivatives growing

slower then any exponential function. More precisely, for any n P NY t0u, define

(3) Sn :�
#
g P CnpRq :

ņ

i�0

}gpiq}8,s   8 @s ¡ 0

+
, where }g}8,s :� sup

xPR

�
e�s|x||gpxq|

	

and CnpRq (resp. C0pRq) denotes n-times continuously differentiable (resp. continuous) func-

tions. Our main result (Theorem 1 below) applies to the space S1, containing functions f

for which ρpfq :� ³
R fpxqρpxqdx is typically of interest in applications (e.g. polynomials). In

addition, spaces in (3) are closed for solving Poisson’s equation in (6), see Proposition 21 below.

Throughout the paper ρ denotes a strictly positive density on R with logpρq P S4 and

(4) lim
|x|Ñ8

x

|x| � logpρpxqq1 � �8,

unless otherwise stated. Assumption (4) implies that the tails of ρ decay faster then any ex-

ponential, i.e. E
�
esX

�   8 for any s P R for X � ρ (cf. [JH00, Sec. 4]). The assumption

logpρq P S4 prohibits ρ from decaying to quickly, e.g. proportionally to e�e|x| . Both of these

assumptions serve brevity and clarity of the proofs and it is feasible they can be relaxed. Never-

theless, a large class of densities of interest satisfy these assumptions, e.g. mixtures of Gaussian

densities or any density proportional to e�ppxq for a positive polynomial p.

The scaling limit, introduced in [RGG97], of the chain Xd as the dimension d tends to infinity

is key for all that follows. Consider a continuous-time process tUdt ut¥0, given by Udt :� Xd
td�tu,1,

where t�u is the integer-part function and Xd
�,1 is the first coordinate of Xd (since the proposal

distribution for Xd
�,1 has variance l2{d, time needs to be accelerated to get a non-trivial limit).
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As shown in [RGG97] (see also [RR01]), the weak convergence Ud ñ U holds as d Ò 8, where U

is the Langevin diffusion started in stationarity, U0 � ρ, with generator acting on f P C2pRq as

(5) Gf :� phplq{2qpf2 � plog ρq1f 1q, where hplq :� 2l2Φ
�
�l
?
J{2

	
and J :� ρ

�plogpρq1q2�
and Φ is the distribution of Np0, 1q. Poisson’s equation for U and a function f takes the form

(6) Gf̂pxq � ρpfq � fpxq.
It is immediate that a solution f̂ of (6) is given by the formula

(7) f̂pxq :�
» x

0

2dy

hplqρpyq
» y
�8

ρpzqpρpfq � fpzqqdz, x P R.

In the remainder of the paper f̂ denotes the particular solution in (7) of the equation in (6).

As usual, for p P r1,8q, f : Rd Ñ R is in Lppρdq if and only if }f}p :� ρdp|f |pq1{p   8. Finally,

note that under our assumptions on ρ, the kernel Pd of the RWM chain Xd defined above is a

self-adjoint bounded operator on the Hilbert space tg P L2pρdq : ρdpgq � 0u with norm λd   1

Theorem 1. If f P S1, then f̂ P S3 and CLT (1) holds for the function f � dPdf̂ � df̂ and the

RWM chain Xd introduced above. Furthermore, there exists a constant C1 ¡ 0, such that for all

f P S1 and d P Nzt1u, the asymptotic variance σ̂2
f,d in CLT (1) satisfies:

σ̂2
f,d ¤ C1

�
3̧

i�1

}f̂ piq}8,1{2
�2

logpdq
p1� λdqd .

The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Section 4.4 below. It is based on the spectral-gap estimate

of the asymptotic variance σ̂2
f,d ¤ 2}Gdf̂ � Gf̂}22{p1 � λdq from [Gey92, KV86], the uniform

ergodicity of the chain Xd and the following proposition.

Proposition 2. There exists a constant C2 such that for every f P S3 and all d P Nzt1u we

have: }Gf � Gdf}2 ¤ C2

�°3
i�1 }f piq}8,1{2

	a
logpdq{d.

The proof of Proposition 2, given in Section 4.3 below, requires a pointwise control of the

difference Gf � Gdf on a large subset of Rd. To formulate this precisely, we need the following.

Definition 1. A positive sequence a � tadudPN is sluggish if the following holds:

lim
dÑ8

ad � 8 and sup
dPNzt1u

ad?
log d

  8.

Theorem 3 below is the main technical result of the paper. It generalises the limit in [RGG97,

Lemma 2.6] to a class of unbounded functions and provides an error estimate for it. The bound

in Theorem 3 yields sufficient control of the difference Gf � Gdf to establish Proposition 2.

Theorem 3. Let a � tadudPN be a sluggish sequence. There exist constants c3, C3 ¡ 0 (dependent

on a) and measurable sets Ad � Rd, such that for all d P N we have ρdpRdzAdq ¤ c3e
�a2d and

���Gfpxd1q � Gdfpxdq
��� ¤ C3

�
3̧

i�1

}f piq}8,1{2
�
e|x

d
1| ad?

d
for any f P S3 and xd P Ad.
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The proof of Theorem 3 is outlined and given in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 below, respectively.

Remark 1. The dependence on f in the bound of Theorem 3 is not sharp. The factor°3
i�1 }f piq}8,1{2 is used because it states concisely that the speed of the convergence of Gdf

to Gf depends linearly on the first three derivatives of f . Moreover, it is not clear if the bound

in Theorem 1 and Proposition 2 is optimal in d. However, if an improvement were possible, the

proof would have to be significantly different to the one presented here. In particular, a better

control of the difference |Gf � Gdf | on RdzAd would be required.

3. Discussion and numerical examples

3.1. Discussion. In this section we discuss potential extensions of Theorem 1 to settings sat-

isfying weaker assumptions or involving related MCMC chains.

3.1.1. IID target for non-RWM chains in stationarity. Perhaps the most natural generalisation

of Theorem 1 would be to the MALA and fast-MALA chains (in [RR98] and [DRVZ16]) for

which it is also possible to obtain non-trivial weak Langevin diffusion limits under appropriate

scaling. Since the form of the Poisson equation in (6) is preserved it is possible to define an

estimator like the one in (1) and it seems feasible that a version of Theorem 3 can be established

in this context using methods analogous to the ones in this paper.

3.1.2. IID target in the transient phase for the RWM chain. Theorem 1 is a result only about the

stationary behaviour of the chain. As in practice MCMC chains are typically started away from

stationarity it is important to understand the transient behaviour. In [JLM15] it is shown that

the scaling limit described in Section 2 above has mean-field behaviour of the McKean type, i.e.

the limiting process is a continuous semimartingale with characteristics that at time t depend on

the law of the process at t. This suggests that an appropriately chosen time-dependent function

f̂ in the estimator in (1) could further reduce the constant in the bound of Theorem 1.

3.1.3. General product target density. The class of target distributions considered in [Béd07,

BR08], preserves the independence (i.e. product) structure but allows for a different, dimension

dependent, scaling of each of the components of the target law. If the proposal variances

appropriately reflect the scaling in the target, each component in the infinite dimensional limit

is a Langevin diffusion. Again, as in Section 3.1.1 above, the estimator in (1) can be applied

directly and an extension of Theorem 1 to this setting appears feasible.

3.1.4. Gaussian targets in high dimensions. Let π0 denote a Gaussian target on Rd with mean µ

and covariance matrix diagpσ2
11, . . . , σ

2
ddq. Inspired by [RR01, Thm 5] and the proof of Theorem 1,

a good control variate for the ergodic average estimator for π0pfq takes the form dpPdf̃ � f̃q,
where f̃ solves the ODE

f̃2 �
�
pB{Bxd1q log π0

	
f̃ 1 � 2{h0plq � pπ0pfq � fq,
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with h0plq :� 2l2Φp�l?J0{2q and J0 :� 1{d �°d
j�2 1{σ2

jj . In the case of the mean, fpxd1q � xd1,

we can solve the ODE explicitly: f̃pxd1q � 2σ2
11{hplq � xd1.

If π0 has a general non-degenerate covariance matrix Σ, we have an ODE analogous to the

one above for each eigen-direction of Σ. The control variate for the mean of the first coordinate,

fpxd1q � xd1, is then a linear combination of the control variates for the means in eigen-directions.

Specifically, f̃ : Rd Ñ R in the estimator analogous to the one in (1) (see the numerical example

for h � 0 in Section 3.2.2) takes the form

(8) f̃pxdq � 2{h0plq �
ḑ

j�1

xdjΣj1, with h0plq � 2l2Φp�l
a
J0{2q and J0 � 1{d � TrppΣ�1q2:d,2:dq.

Note that f̃ does not depend on the mean of the target, a special feature of the Gaussian setting.

3.1.5. Non-product target density. A typical non-product target density considered in the liter-

ature [BRS09, MPS12, PST12] is a projection of a probability measure Π on a separable real

Hilbert space H onto a d-dimensional subspace, where Π is given via its Radon-Nikodym de-

rivative dΠ
dΠ0

pxq9 expp�Ψpxqq. Here Ψ is a densely defined positive functional on H and Π0 is

a Gaussian measure on H specified via a positive trace-class operator on H (see e.g. [MPS12,

Sec.2.1] for a detailed description and [BRS09] for the motivation for this class of measures). A

key feature of this framework is that there exists an H-valued Langevin diffusion z, driven by a

cylindrical Brownian motion on H (i.e. a solution of an SPDE), that describes the scaling limit

of the appropriately accelerated sequence of chains pXdqdPN, see [MPS12, PST12].

An estimator analogous to the one in (1) would require the solution f̂ of the Poisson equation of

z. While this might be a feasible strategy theoretically, it would likely be difficult to numerically

evaluate the solution f̂ . However, inspired by the Simplified Langevin Algorithm in [BRS09],

which uses as the proposal chain an Euler scheme for the Langevin diffusion with target Π0 (not

Π), we suggest constructing the estimator for Πpfq in (1), with f̂ the solution of the Poisson

equation for the Langevin diffusion converging to Π0 (not Π). This strategy is feasible as we are

able to produce good control variates for Gaussian product targets in high dimensions in the

spirit of Theorem 1, see Section 3.1.4 above.

The main theoretical question in this context is to find suitable assumptions on the functional

Ψ in the Radon-Nikodym derivative above that guarantee the asymptotic variance reduction as

d Ñ 8. Expecting an improvement from polynomial to logarithmic growth is unrealistic as

we are solving the Poisson equation for Π0 instead of Π. However, the numerical example

in Section 3.2.2 suggests that this idea may work in practice if Π is close from Gaussian Π0.

Understanding in which settings does it lead to significant variance reduction is another relevant

and important question.

3.2. Numerical examples. The basic message of the present paper is that the process in the

scaling limit of an MCMC algorithm contains useful information that can be utilised to achieve

significant savings in high dimensions.
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In both examples presented below the problem is to estimate the mean of the first coordinate

ρdpfq, where fpxdq :� xd1. A run of T steps of a well-tuned RWM algorithm with kernel

Pd, defined in the beginning of Section 2, started in stationarity, produces a RWM sample

tXd
nun�1,2,���T and an estimate ρ̂dpfq :� °T

n�1 fpXd
nq{T of ρdpfq. Take f̃ to be the associated

solution of the Poisson equation, that we obtain numerically in the first example 3.2.1 and

using formula (8) in the second example 3.2.2. In both cases we estimate the required unknown

quantities (ρdpfq and Σ) from the sample tXd
nun�1,2,���T .

Using the same sample, define ρ̃dpfq :� 1
T

°T
n�1pf � dPdf̃ � df̃qpXd

nq. Since the function

Pdf̃ � f̃ is not accessible in closed form, for every n ¤ T we use IID Monte Carlo to estimate

the value pPdf̃ � f̃qpXd
nq as

°nMC
j�1

�
1^ pρdpYd,j

n q{ρdpXd
nqq

	�
f̃pYd,j

n q � f̃pXd
nq
	
{nMC , where

Yd,1
n , . . . ,Yd,nMC

n is an IID sample of size nMC from NpXd
n, l

2{d � Idq. This estimation step can

be parallelised (i.e. run on nMC cores simultaneously).

We measure the variance reduction due to the post processing above by comparing the mean

square errors of ρ̂dpfq and ρ̃dpfq as estimators of ρdpfq over nR independent runs of the RWM

chain,

(9) VRpρ, fq :�
°nR
k�1ppρ̂dpfqqk � ρdpfqq2°nR
k�1ppρ̃dpfqqk � ρdpfqq2 ,

where pρ̂dpfqqk and pρ̃dpfqqk are the averages in the k-th run of the chain. Heuristically, this

means the estimator ρ̃dpfq of ρdpfq based on T sample points is as good as estimator ρ̂dpfq
based on VRpρ, fq � T sample points.

3.2.1. Multi-modal product target. To verify that what theory predicts also happens in practice

we first present an example of an IID target with each coordinate a bimodal mixture of two

Gaussian densities. Given the results in Table 1, we wish to highlight the robustness of the

method with respect to numerically estimating f̃ and pPdf̃ � f̃qpXd
nq for each n ¤ T .

Let ρ be a mixture of two normal densities Npµ1, σ
2
1q and Npµ2, σ

2
2q, with the first arising in

the mixture with probability 2{5 and µ1 � �3, µ2 � 4 and σ1 � σ2 � 7{4. The potential of the

density ρ has two wells and is in a well know class arising in models of molecular dynamics, see

e.g. [DLP16, Sec. 5.4]. Note that the corresponding density ρd on Rd, defined in the introduction,

has 2d modes.

With variance reduction (9) we measure how much the estimator ρ̃dpfq outperforms the

estimator ρ̂dpfq of the mean of the first coordinate ρdpfq � 6{5. The results across a range

of dimensions d and values of the parameter nMC (that corresponds to the accuracy of the

estimation of Pdf̃ � f̃) are presented in Table 1. All the entries were computed using nR � 500

independent runs of length T � 2 � 105.

To numerically solve the Poisson equation in (6), substitute the derivatives of f and logpρq
with symmetric finite differences and use the estimate ρ̂pfq for ρpfq. Recall that the standard

deviation of the proposal in our RWM algorithm is l{?d. The solver uses a grid of hundred

points equally spaced in the interval rminn¤T Xd
n,1 � 3 � l{?d,maxn¤T Xn,1 � 3 � l{?ds, where
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dznMC 30 50 70 150 300

5 17.5 20.5 23.9 28.4 28.9

10 20.9 36.5 40.4 54.7 78.9

20 31.4 46.4 65.0 105.6 116.4

30 35.5 51.3 71.0 127.1 163.1

50 35.7 55.7 77.8 136.8 196.8

Table 1. Variance reduction for different dimensions d and values of nMC .

Xd
n,1 is the first coordinate of the n-th sample point. We use the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse

as the linear system is not of full rank. Finally, we take f̃ to be the linear interpolation of the

solution on the grid. Note that this is a crude approximation of the solution of (6), which does

not exploit analytical properties of either f or ρ.

The results in Table 1 contain a lot of noise due to numerically solving the ODE, using an

approximation ρ̂dpfq for ρdpfq and using IID Monte Carlo to estimate ρ̃dpfq. It is interesting to

note, that despite these additional sources of error, the variance reduction is considerable and

behaves as the theoretical results predict. The estimator ρ̃dpfq improves with dimension, and

with nMC . Increasing nMC , however, has diminishing effect which is particularly clear in the

case d � 5. Due to the asymptotic nature of our result we can only expect limited gain for any

fixed d, even if Pdf̃ � f̃ could be evaluated exactly (corresponding to nMC � 8).

3.2.2. Bi-modal non-product target. Can the theoretical findings of this paper help us construct

control variates in more realistic cases with non-product target densities? It is unreasonable to

expect a simple general answer to this question. A more realistic approach for future work seems

to be trying to establish specific forms of control variates that work well for classes of targets

of certain type. We briefly explore one such instance in this section. Sections 3.1.4 and 3.1.5 as

well as the results in Table 2 suggest we can construct useful control variates when the target is

close to a Gaussian.

Let µd,h be a d-dimensional vector with entries ph{2, 0, . . . , 0q for h ¥ 0 and let Σpdq be a

d � d covariance matrix with the largest eigenvalue equal to λ � 25 with the corresponding

eigenvector being p1, 1 . . . 1q and all other eigenvalues being equal to one. Take Πd,h to be the

mixture of two d-dimensional normal densities Np�µd,h,Σpdqq and Npµd,h,Σpdqq, both arising in

the mixture with probability 1{2.

We wish to estimate the mean of the first coordinate Πd,hpfq � 0 (for fpxdq � xd1). To

produce a control variate we simply pretend, that we are dealing with a Gaussian target instead

of Πd,h. Let ΣΠd,h be the covariance of Πd,h and Σ̂Πd,h an estimate of ΣΠd,h obtained from the

RWM sample tXd
nun�1,2,...,T . Define f̃d,h as in (8) using Σ̂Πd,h . We compare the performance

of estimators Π̂d,hpfq and Π̃d,hpfq of Πd,hpfq � 0, respectively defined as 1{T °T
n�1 fpXd

nq and

1{T °T
n�1

�
f � dPdf̃d,h � df̃d,h

	
pXd

nq, according to variance reduction (9).
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Table 2 shows the results across a range of dimensions d and distances between modes h, which

measures the ’non-Gaussianity’ of the target. Note that when h � 0 the target is Gaussian

Np0,Σpdqq which we include to demonstrate the validity of control variate (8) for Gaussian

targets. All the entries were calculated using nR � 500 independent runs of length T � 2 � 105

and nMC � 50 IID Monte Carlo steps for computing Pdf̃ � f̃ at each time step.

dzh 0 2 4 6 8 10

5 60.1 40.5 34.6 3.78 1.21 1.01

10 59.3 38.2 12.4 1.88 1.05 1.00

20 46.8 37.6 7.00 1.51 1.01 1.00

30 37.7 36.2 5.88 1.31 1.01 1.00

50 27.8 25.8 3.50 1.26 1.00 1.00

Table 2. Variance reduction for different dimensions d and distances between

modes h.

The quality of results decays with dimension because the proposal is scaled as 1{d in each

coordinate. This results in the first coordinate mixing slower and for h � 0 also being less able

to cross between modes, hence our estimate Σ̂Πd,h of the covariance becomes worse as we are

working with fixed RWM sample length T . When h � 10 (and some cases of h � 8) it is unlikely

that the RWM sample will reach the other mode at all which results in no gain from the method.

If we use the true covariance ΣΠd,h of the target in the control variate (8), instead of learning

it from the sample Σ̂Πd,h , the corresponding results for d � 50 are presented in Table 3.

h 0 2 4 6 8 10

d � 50 73.0 59.2 3.91 1.31 1.02 0.99

Table 3. Variance reduction for dimension d � 50 and different distances be-

tween modes h using the true covariance of the target.

Unsurprisingly the estimator Π̃d,hpfq does not perform well when the distance between modes

h is large. Interestingly though, the method does offer considerable gain in cases h � 2 and h � 4,

even a noticeable gain in h � 6. For h � 4 and h � 6 the target is already clearly bimodal and

different from the Gaussian, the RWM sample stays in the same mode for hundreds, respectively

thousands of time-steps at a time.

4. Proofs

Throughout this section we assume the sluggish sequence a � tadudPN is given and fixed

and, as mentioned above, the density ρ satisfies logpρq P S4 and has sub-exponential tails (4).

Section 4.1 outlines the proof of Theorem 3 by stating the sequence of results that are needed

to establish it. The proofs of these results, given in Section 4.2, rely on the theory developed in

Section 5 below. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 establish Proposition 2 and Theorem 1, respectively.
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4.1. Outline of the proof of Theorem 3. We start by specifying sets Ad � Rd that have

large probability under ρd. We need the following fact.

Proposition 4. There exists a constant cA ¡ 0, such that the following open subset of R,

A :� tx P R; | logpρq2pxq|   plogpρq1pxqq2, 1{cA   | logpρq1pxq|   cAu, satisfies ρpAq ¡ 0.

Let A satisfy the conclusion of Proposition 4 and recall the notation ρpfq � ³
R fpxqρpxqdx

for any appropriate function f : R Ñ R. Recall J � ρppplog ρq1q2q � �ρpplog ρq2q, where the

equality follows from assumptions logpρq P S4 and (4). Define the sets Ad as follows.

Definition 2. Any xd P Rd is in Ad if and only if the following four assumptions hold:

1

d� 1

ḑ

i�2

e|x
d
i |   2

»
R
e|x|ρpxqdx,(10)

1

d� 1

ḑ

i�2

1Apxdi q ¡
ρpAq

2
,(11)

1

d� 1

�����
ḑ

i�2

�
logpρq1pxdi q

	2
� J

�����   ad?
d

d
3

»
R

�
plogpρq1pxqq2 � J

	2
ρpxqdx,(12)

1

d� 1

�����
ḑ

i�2

logpρq2pxdi q � J

�����   ad?
d

d
3

»
R
plogpρq2pxq � Jq2 ρpxqdx.(13)

Remark 2. The precise form of the constants in Definition 2 is chosen purely for convenience.

It is important that
³
R e

|x|ρpxqdx   8 by (4), ρpAq ¡ 0 by Proposition 4 and that the constants

in (12)–(13) are in p0,8q. Moreover, for any xd P Ad there are no restrictions on its first

coordinate xd1 and the sets Ad are typical in the following sense.

Proposition 5. There exists a constant c1, such that ρdpRdzAdq ¤ c1e
�a2d for all d P N.

Using the theory of large deviations and classical inequalities, the proof of the proposition

bounds the probabilities of sets where each of the above four assumptions in Definition 2 fails

(see Sections 4.2 and 5.2 below for details).

Pick any f P S3 and express the generator Gd, defined in (2), as follows:

Gdfpxdq � d � EY d1
��
fpYdq � fpxdq

	
EYd�

�
1^ ρdpYdq

ρdpxdq
��
, xd P Rd,

where EYd� r�s is the expectation with respect to all the coordinates of the proposal Yd in Rd,
except the first one (identify f P L1pρq with f P L1pρdq by ignoring the last d� 1 coordinates).

The strategy of the proof of Theorem 3 is to define a sequence of operators, “connecting” Gd
and G, such that each approximation can be controlled for f P S3 and xd P Ad.

First, for f P S3, define

(14) G̃dfpxdq :� d � EY d1
��
fpY d

1 q � fpxd1q
	
βpxd, Y d

1 q
�
, xd P Rd,
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where for any y P R,

(15) βpxd, yq :� EYd�

�
1^ exp

�
logpρq1pxd1qpy � xd1q �

ḑ

i�2

Kpxdi , Y d
i q

��
, xd P Rd,

and for any px, yq P R2 we define

(16) Kpx, yq :� logpρq1pxqpy � xq � logpρq2pxq
2

py � xq2 � plogpρq1pxqq3 1Apxq
3

py � xq3.

In (16), the set A satisfies the conclusion of Proposition 4 and the coefficient before py � xq3
is chosen so that it is uniformly bounded for all x P R. This property plays an important

role in proving that we have uniform control over the supremum norms of certain densities, cf.

Lemmas 10 and 11 below. We can now prove the following.

Proposition 6. There exists a constant C, such that for every f P S3 and all d P N we have:���Gdfpxdq � G̃dfpxdq
��� ¤ C}f 1}8,1{2e|x

d
1|d�1{2 @xd P Ad.

The proof of Proposition 6 relies only on the elementary bounds from Section 5.1 below. The

idea is to use the Taylor series of logpρqpYiq around xdi for every i P t1, . . . , du and then prove that

modifying terms of order higher then two if i P t2, . . . , du (resp. one if i � 1) is inconsequential.

Define the operator Ĝdfpxdq for any f P S3 and xd P Rd by

Ĝdfpxdq :� l2

2
f2pxd1qEYd�

�
1^ e

°d
i�2Kpxdi ,Y di q

�
(17)

� l2f 1pxd1q logpρq1pxd1qEYd�
�
e
°d
i�2Kpxdi ,Y di q1t°di�2Kpxdi ,Y di q 0u

�
.

We can now prove the following fact.

Proposition 7. There exists a constant C, such that for every f P S3, and all d P N we have:

���Ĝdfpxdq � G̃dfpxdq
��� ¤ C

�
3̧

i�1

}f piq}8,1{2
�
e|x

d
1|d�1{2 @xd P Ad.

Note that, if we freeze the coordinates xd2, . . . , x
d
d in xd, the operator mapping f P S3 to

xd1 ÞÑ Ĝdfpxdq generates a one-dimensional diffusion with coefficients of the same functional

form as in G, but with slightly modified parameter values. The proof of Proposition 7 is based

on the third and second degree Taylor’s expansion of y ÞÑ fpyq and y ÞÑ βpxd, yq (around

xd1), respectively, applied to the definition of G̃d in (14). The difficult part in proving that the

remainder terms can be omitted consist of controlling B2
By2βpxd, yq, as this entails bounding the

supremum norm of the density of
°d
i�2Kpxdi , Y d

i q uniformly in d. Condition (11), which forces

a portion of the coordinates xdi of xd to be in the set A where the densities of the corresponding

summands Kpxdi , Y d
i q can be controlled, was introduced for this purpose. The details, explained

in Sections 4.2 and 5.3 below, rely crucially on the optimal version of Young’s inequality.
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Introduce the following normal random variable with mean µN pxdq � l2

2d

°d
i�2 logpρq2pxdi q and

variance σ2
N pxdq � l2

d

°d
i�2

�
logpρq1pxdi q

�2
:

(18) N pxd,Ydq :� l2

2d

ḑ

i�2

logpρq2pxdi q �
ḑ

i�2

logpρq1pxdi qpY d
i � xdi q.

Define the operator Ğdfpxdq for f P S3 and xd P Rd by:

Ğdfpxdq :� l2

2
f2pxd1qEYd�

�
1^ eN pxd,Ydq

�
(19)

� l2f 1pxd1q logpρq1pxd1qEYd�
�
eN pxd,Ydq1tN pxd,Ydq 0u

�
.

Proposition 8. There exists a constant C, such that for every f P S3 and all d P N we have:���Ğdfpxdq � Ĝdfpxdq
��� ¤ C

�
2̧

i�1

}f piq}8,1{2
�
e|x

d
1|d�1{2 @xd P Ad.

First we show that |EYd�r1^ e
°d
i�2Kpxdi ,Y di qs � EYd�r1^ eN pxd,Ydqs| is small (Lemma 13 be-

low). Proving that EYd�
�
e
°d
i�2Kpxdi ,Y di q1t°di�2Kpxdi ,Y di q 0u

�
and EYd�

�
eN pxd,Ydq1tN pxd,Ydq 0u

�
are close is challenging, as it requires showing that the supremum norm of the difference between

the distributions of N pxd,Ydq and
°d
i�2Kpxdi , Y d

i q decays as d�1{2 uniformly in its argument.

The proof of this fact mimics the proof of the Berry-Esseen theorem and relies on the closeness

of the CFs (characteristic functions) of N pxd,Ydq and
°d
i�2Kpxdi , Y d

i q. The particular form

of Kpx, Y q makes it possible to explicitly calculate the CF of Kpx, Y q, if x R A, and bound it

appropriately, if x P A. The details are explained in Sections 4.2 and 5.4 below.

Since N pxd,Ydq is normal, it is possible to explicitly calculate the expectations

EYd�
�
1^ eN pxd,Ydq

�
and EYd�

�
eN pxd,Ydq1tN pxd,Ydq 0u

�
, see [RGG97, Prop. 2.4]. Using these

formulae, Proposition 9, which implies Theorem 3, can be deduced from assumptions (12)–(13).

Proposition 9. There exists a constant C, such that for every f P S3 and all d P N we have:���Gfpxd1q � Ğdfpxdq
��� ¤ C

�
2̧

i�1

}f piq}8,1{2
�
e|x

d
1| ad?

d
@xd P Ad.

Remark 3. The bounds in Propositions 6–8 are of the order Opd�1{2q. The order Opad{
?
dq of

the bound in Proposition 9 gives the order in the bound of Theorem 3.

4.2. Proof of Theorem 3.

Proof of Proposition 4. Let Ã :�
!
x P R; |logpρq2pxq|   plogpρq1pxqq2

)
. It suffices to show that

the open set Ã is not empty, since Ã � YnPNpÃ X  
x P R; 1

n   |logpρq1pxq|   n
(q, so for some

large n0 the open set ÃX
!
x P R; 1

n0
  |logpρq1pxq|   n0

)
must have positive Lebesgue measure

and we can take cA :� n0.

Assume that Ã � H, i.e. |u1| ¥ u2 on R, where u :� logpρq1. Since ρ satisfies (4), there exists

x0   0 and C ¡ 0 such that u ¡ C on the interval p�8, x0q. Moreover, since |u1| ¥ u2 ¡ C2 ¡ 0,

u1 has no zeros on p�8, x0q and satisfies either u1 ¥ u2 or �u1 ¥ u2 on the half-infinite interval.
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Since p1{uq1 � �u1{u2, integrating the inequalities �u1{u2 ¤ �1 or �u1{u2 ¥ 1 from any

x P p�8, x0q to x0, we get 1{upx0q � x0 � x ¤ 1{upxq and 1{upx0q � x� x0 ¥ 1{upxq. Since by

assumption it holds 0   1{u   1{C on p�8, x0q, we get a contradiction in both cases. �

Proof of Proposition 5. Let Bd
1 , Bd

2 , Bd
3 and Bd

4 be the subsets of Rd where assumptions (10),

(11), (12) and (13) are not satisfied, respectively. Note that RdzAd � Bd
1 YBd

2 YBd
3 YBd

4 .

Recall that by (4), the L’Hospital’s rule implies lim|x|Ñ8
log ρpxq

x Ñ �8 and hence ρpes|x|q   8
for any s ¡ 0. Since tadudPN is sluggish, there exists n P N such that ad ¤ ?

n log d for

all d P N. Then, by Proposition 26 applied to functions x ÞÑ pe|x| � ρpe|x|qq{ρpe|x|q and x ÞÑ
2pρpAq�1Apxqq{ρpAq, respectively, there exist constants c11, c

1
2 such that the inequalities ρpBd

1q ¤
c11d

�n ¤ c11e
�a2d and ρpBd

2q ¤ c12d
�n ¤ c12e

�a2d hold for all d P N.

Likewise, there exist constants c13, c
1
4 such that ρpBd

3q ¤ c13e
�a2d and ρpBd

4q ¤ c14e
�a2d . This

follows by Proposition 24, applied to the sequence tadudPN and functions g3pxq :� plogpρq1pxqq2�
J (with t :�

a
3ρpg2

3q) and g4pxq :� logpρq2pxq � J (with t :�
a

3ρpg2
4q), respectively. Hence

ρpRdzAdq ¤ ρpBd
1q � ρpBd

2q � ρpBd
3q � ρpBd

4q ¤ c1e
�a2d for c1 :� maxtc11, c12, c13, c14u. �

Remark 4. The proof above shows that the subsets Bd
1 and Bd

2 are of negligible size in comparison

to Bd
3 and Bd

4 , since the n P N can be chosen arbitrarily large.

Proof of Proposition 6. Pick an arbitrary xd P Ad and recall that αpxd,Ydq is defined in (2).

Since |1^ex�1^ey| ¤ |x�y| for all x, y P R, for every realization Y d
1 , Taylor’s theorem implies

(20)
���EYd�rαpxd,Ydqs � βpxd, Y d

1 q
��� ¤ | logpρq2pW d

1 q|pY d
1 � xd1q2 � T d1 pxdq � T d2 pxdq,

where W d
1 satisfies logpρq2pW d

1 qpY d
1 �xd1q2{2 � logpρqpY d

1 q� logpρqpxd1q� log ρ1pxd1qpY d
1 �xd1q and

T d1 pxdq :� 1

6
EYd�

������
ḑ

i�2

�
logpρq3pxdi q � 2plogpρq1pxdi qq31Apxdi q

	
pYi � xdi q3

�����
�

,

T d2 pxdq :� 1

24
EYd�

�
ḑ

i�2

| logpρqp4qpZdi q|pYi � xdi q4
�

.

Here Zdi satisfies logpρqp4qpZdi qpY d
i � xdi q4{4! � logpρqpY d

i q �
°3
j�0plog ρqpjqpxdi qpY d

i � xdi qj{j! for

any 2 ¤ i ¤ d. Recall Y d
i � xdi is normal Np0, l2{dq, for some constant l ¡ 0, and logpρq P S4.

Hence we may apply Proposition 23 to the function x ÞÑ logpρq3pxq� 2plogpρq1pxqq31Apxq to get

T d1 pxdq ¤ C1

�
l6{d3

°d
i�2 e

|xdi |
	1{2

for some constant C1 ¡ 0, independent of xd. Since xd P Ad,

the assumption in (10) yields T d1 pxdq ¤ C1l
3p2ρpe|x|qq1{2{d. Similarly, we apply Proposition 22

(with f � log ρ, n � k � 4, m � 1, s � 1 and σ2 � l2{d) and assumption (10) to get

T d2 pxdq ¤ C2d
�2

°d
i�2 e

|xdi | ¤ C2d
�1 for some constant C2 ¡ 0 and all xd P Ad.

Recall f P S3 and let W̃ d
1 be as in Proposition 22, satisfying f 1pW̃ d

1 qpY d
1 �xd1q � fpY d

1 q�fpxd1q.
Let C ¡ 0 be such that T d1 pxdq � T d2 pxdq ¤ Cd�1 for all xd P Ad. The bound in (20), Taylor’s
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theorem applied to f and Cauchy’s inequality yield:���Gdfpxdq � G̃dfpxdq
��� ¤ dEY d1

����fpY d
1 q � fpxd1q

��� �| logpρq2pW d
1 q|pY d

1 � xd1q2 � Cd�1
	�

� dEY d1
����f 1pW̃ d

1 q logpρq2pW d
1 qpY d

1 � xd1q3
����� CEY d1

����f 1pW̃ d
1 qpY d

1 � xd1q
����

¤ d
�
EY d1

����f 1pW̃ d
1 q2pY d

1 � xd1q3
����EY d1

�����logpρq2�2 pW d
1 qpY d

1 � xd1q3
����	1{2

�CEY d1
����f 1pW̃ d

1 qpY d
1 � xd1q

���� ¤ C̄dp}f 1}28,1{2e|x
d
1|d�3{2 � e|xd1|d�3{2q1{2 � C̄}f 1}8,1{2e|x

d
1|d�1{2.

The last inequality follows by three applications of Proposition 22, where C̄ ¡ 0 is a constant

that does not depend on f or xd P Ad. This concludes the proof of the proposition. �

Before tackling the proof of Proposition 7, we need the following three lemmas. Recall that

Kpx, Y q is defined in (16) and the set A satisfies the conclusion of Proposition 4.

Lemma 10. Pick x P A and let Y � Npx, l2{dq for some constant l ¡ 0. Then Kpx, Y q has a

density qx satisfying }qx}8 ¤ 4cA
?
d{p3l?2πq.

Proof. Existence of qx follows from (16) and Proposition 28. By Proposition 4 we have

|logpρq2pxq|   plogpρq1pxqq2 and cA ¡ |logpρq1pxq| ¡ 1{cA. Consider the polynomial y ÞÑ ppyq :�
logpρq1pxqy � logpρq2pxqy2{2 � plogpρq1pxqq3 y3{3. By (16) it holds ppY � xq � Kpx, Y q. Since

p1pyq � logpρq2pxqy � logpρq1pxqp1� logpρq1pxq2y2q, we have

|p1pyq| ¥ | logpρq1pxq|p1� logpρq1pxq2y2q � ��logpρq2pxq�� |y|
¡ | logpρq1pxq|p1� | logpρq1pxqy| � | logpρq1pxqy|2q ¡ 3

4cA
,

where the second inequality holds since |logpρq2pxq|   plogpρq1pxqq2 and the third follows from

infzPRt1�|z|�z2u � 3{4 and |logpρq1pxq| ¡ 1{cA. The lemma now follows by Proposition 29. �

Recall that the proposal is normal Yd � pY d
1 , . . . , Y

d
d q � Npxd, l2{d � Idq.

Lemma 11. For any xd P Ad, the sum
°d
k�2Kpxdi , Y d

i q possesses a density qd
xd

. Moreover,

there exists a constant CK such that }qd
xd
}8 ¤ CK holds for all d P N and all xd P Ad.

Proof. Fix xd P Ad and, for each i, let qi denote the density of Kpxdi , Y d
i q as in the previous

lemma. Since the components of Yd are IID, we have qd
xd

� �d
i�2qi � qA � qRzA, where

qA :� �xdi PAqi and qRzA :� �xdi RAqi. By the definition of convolution and the fact that qRzA is

a density, it follows that }qd
xd
}8 ¤ }qA}8}qRzA}1 � }qA}8. By Lemma 10 there exists C ¡ 0

such that, for any d P N, it holds }qi}8   C
?
d if xdi P A. Condition (11) implies there are at

least pd � 1qρpAq{2 factors in the convolution qA � �xdi PAqi. Hence Proposition 27 applied to

qA yields }qd
xd
}8 ¤ }qA}8 ¤ c C

?
d?

pd�1qρpAq{2 . This concludes the proof of the lemma. �

Lemma 12. Let xd P Ad. The function y ÞÑ βpxd, yq, defined in (15), is in C2pRq and the

following holds:

(i) 0   βpxd, yq ¤ 1 for all y P R;
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(ii) βpxd, xd1q � EYd�
�
1^ e

°d
i�2Kpxdi ,Y di q

�
;

(iii)
��� BByβpxd, yq��� ¤ ��logpρq1pxd1q

�� for all y P R;

(iv) B
Byβpxd, xd1q � logpρq1pxd1qEYd�

�
e
°d
i�2Kpxdi ,Y di q1t°di�2Kpxdi ,Y di q 0u

�
;

(v)
��� B2By2βpxd, yq

��� ¤ ��logpρq1pxd1q
��2 pCK � 1q for all y P R and constant CK from Lemma 11.

Proof. (i) and (ii) follow from the definition in (15). Since x ÞÑ 1^ex is Lipschitz (with Lipschitz

constant 1) on R, the family of functions tx ÞÑ p1^ ex�h � 1^ exq{h;h P Rzt0uu is bounded by

one and converges pointwise to 1tx 0uex for all x P Rzt0u, as h Ñ 0. Hence the DCT implies

that B
Byβpxd, yq exists and can be expressed as

logpρq1pxd1qEYd�
�
elogpρq1pxd1qpy�xd1q�

°d
i�2Kpxdi ,Y di q1tlogpρq1pxd1qpy�xd1q�

°d
i�2Kpxdi ,Y di q 0u

�
,(21)

implying (iii) and (iv). Let Φd
K denote the distribution of

°d
i�2Kpxdi , Y d

i q and recall that by

definition we have ex1tx 0u � 1^ ex � 1tx¥0u for all x P R. Hence, by (21), it follows

B
Byβpx

d, yq � logpρq1pxd1q
�
βpxd, yq � 1� Φd

K

�
� logpρq1pxd1qpy � xd1q

		
,(22)

By Lemma 11, Φd
K is differentiable. Hence, by (22), B2

By2βpxd, yq also exists and takes the form:�
logpρq1pxd1q

	2 �
βpxd, yq � 1� Φd

K

�
� logpρq1pxd1qpy � xd1q

	
� qdxd

�
� logpρq1pxd1qpy � xd1q

		
.

Part (v) follows from this representation of B2
By2βpxd, yq and Lemma 11. �

Proof of Proposition 7. Fix an arbitrary xd P Ad. Let Z1,W1 be random variables, as in Propo-

sition 22, that satisfy

fpY d
1 q � fpxd1q � f 1pxd1qpY d

1 � xd1q �
f2pxd1q

2
pY d

1 � xd1q2 �
f3pZ1q

6
pY d

1 � xd1q3,

βpxd, Y d
1 q � βpxd, xd1q �

B
Byβpx

d, xd1qpY d
1 � xd1q �

B2
By2βpxd,W1q

2
pY d

1 � xd1q2.

Then, by the definition of G̃dfpxdq in (14) and the fact Y d
1 � xd1 � Np0, l2{dq, we find

G̃dfpxdq � l2f2pxd1q
2

βpxd, xd1q � l2f 1pxdj q
B
Byβpx

d, xd1q

� dEY d1

��
βpxd, xd1q

f3pZ1q
6

� f 1pxd1q
B2
By2βpxd,W1q

2

�
pY d

1 � xd1q3
�

� dEY d1

��
f2pxd1q

2

B2
By2βpxd,W1q

2
� f3pZ1q

6

B
Byβpx

d, xd1q
�
pY d

1 � xd1q4
�

� dEY d1

�
f3pZ1q

6

B2
By2βpxd,W1q

2
pY d

1 � xd1q5
�

.

By parts (ii) and (iv) in Lemma 12 and the definition of Ĝdfpxdq in (17) we have Ĝdfpxdq �
l2f2pxd1q

2 βpxd, xd1q� l2f 1pxdj q BByβpxd, xd1q. The three expectations in the display above can each be
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bounded by a constant times
�°3

i�1 }f piq}8,1{2
	
e|xd1|d�1{2 using Proposition 22 and Lemma 12.

For instance, the first expectation can be bounded above using (v) in Lemma 12:

d

6
EY d1

�
|f3pZ1q||Y d

1 � xd1|3
�
� dpCK � 1q

2
|f 1pxd1q|| logpρ1pxd1qq|2EY d1

�
|Y d

1 � xd1|3
�

.

Proposition 22 yields d
6EY d1

�|f3pZ1q||Y d
1 � xd1|3

� ¤ C0e
|xd1|}f3}8,1d�1{2 ¤ C0e

|xd1|}f3}8,1{2d�1{2

for some C0 ¡ 0. Moreover, |f 1pxd1q|| logpρ1pxd1qq|2 ¤ }f 1}8,1{2}plogpρq1q2}8,1{2e|xd1| as logpρq P S4

and f P S3. Hence dpCK�1q
2 |f 1pxd1q|| logpρ1pxd1qq|2EY d1

�|Y d
1 � xd1|3

� ¤ C1e
|xd1|}f 1}8,1{2d�1{2 for

some C1 ¡ 0. Similarly, it follows that the second and third expectations above decay as d�1

and d�3{2, respectively. This concludes the proof of the proposition. �

Lemma 13. Recall that N pxd,Ydq and
°d
i�2Kpxdi , Y d

i q are defined in (18) and (16), respec-

tively. Then there exists a constant C such that for all d P N we have:

EYd�

������
ḑ

i�2

Kpxdi , Y d
i q �N pxd,Ydq

�����
�
¤ Cd�1{2 @xd P Ad.

Proof. The difference in question is smaller than the sum of the following two terms:

T d3 pxdq � EYd�

������
ḑ

i�2

logpρq2pxdi q
2

�
pY d
i � xdi q2 �

l2

d


�����
�

,

T d4 pxdq � EYd�

������
ḑ

i�2

�
logpρq1pxdi q

�3
1Apxdi q

3
pY d
i � xdi q3

�����
�

.

Note that Xi :� pY d
i �xdi q2� l2{d, 2 ¤ i ¤ d, are zero mean IID with ErX4

i s � 2l4{d2. Hence, as

logpρq P S4, we may apply Proposition 23 with the function x ÞÑ logpρq2pxq and Xi,2 ¤ i ¤ d,

to get T d3 pxdq ¤ } logpρq2}8,1{2
�

2pl4{d2q°d
i�2 e

|xdi |
	1{2

¤ C0d
�1{2 for some constant C0 ¡ 0,

where the second inequality follows from (10). Similarly, Proposition 23 and assumption (10),

applied to the function x ÞÑ plogpρq1pxqq31Apxq and random variables Y d
i � xdi , yield T d4 pxdq ¤

C1

�°d
i�2 e

|xdi |{d3
	1{2

¤ C2d
�1 for some constants C1, C2 ¡ 0 and all d P N. �

Lemma 14. There exist constants c1, c
1
1 ¡ 0, such that for any d P N, i P t2, � � � , du, xd P Ad

and xdi R A, it holds����logϕiptq �
�
i
l2

2d
logpρq2pxdi qt�

l2

2d

�
logpρq1pxdi q

	2
t2

���� ¤ c1

d3{2 pt2 � |t|3q, |t| ¤ c11
?
d,

where ϕiptq :� EY di rexppitKpxdi , Y d
i qqs, t P R, is the CF of Kpxdi , Y d

i q (cf. (16)).

Remark 5. Recall that the set A satisfies the conclusion of Proposition 4. The proof of Lemma 14

requires the control of the functions logpρq1 and logpρq2 on the complement of A, where they are

unbounded. It is hence crucial that their argument xdi is the i-th coordinate of a point xd P Ad,

since, through assumption (10), we have control over the size of xdi in terms of the dimension d

of the chain. For an analogous reason we need i ¡ 1. These facts plays a key role in the proof.
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Proof. By Lemma 32, the following inequality holds for all |t| ¤ d{p4l2| logpρq2pxdi q|q:

(23)

����logϕiptq �
�
i
l2

2d
logpρq2pxdi qt�

l2

2d

�
logpρq1pxdi q

	2
t2

����

¤ l4

d2

�
1

2

�
logpρq2pxdi q

	2
t2 �

�
logpρq1pxdi q

	2 ���logpρq2pxdi q
��� |t|3
 ,

Since xd P Ad and i ¡ 1, assumption (10) implies that for any f P S0 there exists Cf ¡ 0 such

that |fpxdi q|2{Cf ¤ e|xdi | ¤ °d
i�2 e

|xdi | ¤ 2dρpe|x|q. Hence |fpxdi q| ¤ cf
?
d for all d P N and all 2 ¤

i ¤ d, where cf :� p2Cfρpe|x|qq1{2. Since logpρq P S4, both functions f1pxq :� l4plogpρq2pxqq2{2
and f2pxq :� plogpρq1pxqq2| logpρq2pxq| are in S0. Then (23) and the constants c1 :� maxtcf1 , cf2u
and c11 :� 1{p4a2cf1q yield the inequalities in the lemma. �

We now deal with the coordinates of Ad that are in A. Compared to Lemma 14, this is

straightforward as it does not involve the remainder of the coordinates of the point in Ad.

Lemma 15. If x P A, then Kpx, Y q (cf. (16)), where Y � Npx, l2{dq, satisfies:

(a) µK :� EY rKpx, Y qs ¤ l2c2A
2d , where cA ¡ 0 is the constant in Proposition 4;

(b) |EY rpKpx, Y q � µKq2s � plogpρq1pxqq2 l2d | ¤ C1d
�2 for some constant C1 ¡ 0 and all d P N;

(c) EY
�
|Kpx, Y q � µK |3

�
¤ C2d

�3{2 for some constant C2 ¡ 0 and all d P N.

Moreover, the constants C1 and C2 do not depend on the choice of x P A.

Proof. By definition of A in Proposition 4 we have |logpρq1pxq| ¤ cA and |logpρq2pxq| ¤ c2
A for

x P A. By (16), µK � l2

2d logpρq2pxq and (a) follows. Recall EY rpY � xqns is either zero (if n is

odd) or of order d�n{2 (if n is even) and EY rpY �xq2s � l2{d. Hence the definition of K in (16),

the fact x P A and part (a) imply the inequality in part (b). For part (c), note that an analogous

argument yields EY
�pKpx, Y q � µKq6

� ¤ C 1d�3 for some constant C 1 ¡ 0. Cauchy’s inequality

concludes the proof of the lemma. �

Lemma 16. Let assumptions of Lemma 15 hold and denote by ϕ the characteristic function of

Kpx, Y q. There exist positive constants c2 and c12, such that the following holds for all x P A:

(24)

����logϕptq �
�
it
l2

2d
logpρq2pxq � t2l2

2d
logpρq1pxq2


���� ¤ c2

�
t2

d2
� |t|3
d3{2 �

t4

d2



, |t| ¤ c12

?
d.

Proof. Let σ2
K :� EY rpKpx, Y q � µKq2s and recall µK � l2

2d logpρq2pxq. By Lemma 31 we have

(25)

����logϕptq �
�
it
l2

2d
logpρq2pxq � t2

2
σ2
K


���� ¤ |t|3EY |Kpx, Y q � µK |3 {6� t4σ4
K{4, |t| ¤ 1

σK
.

By Lemma 15(b) we have |σ2
K � l2 logpρq1pxq2{d| ¤ C1d

�2. Hence σ2
K ¤ d�1{ac12, where

c12 :� 1{pl2c2
A � C1q2, and σ4

K ¤ C 1
1d

�2 for some C 1
1 ¡ 0. This, together with Lemma 15(c),

implies that there exists a constant c2 ¡ 0, such that the inequality in (24) follows from (25) for

all |t| ¤ c12d
1{2 ¤ 1{σK and x P A. �
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Lemma 17. For any d P N and xd P Ad, let Φd
K and Φd

N be the distribution functions of°d
i�2Kpxdi , Y d

i q and N pxd,Ydq. Then there exists C ¡ 0 such that

sup
xPR

���Φd
N pxq � Φd

Kpxq
��� ¤ Cd�1{2 for every d P N and xd P Ad.

Proof. Let ϕK and ϕN be the CFs of
°d
i�2Kpxdi , Y d

i q and N pxd,Ydq, respectively. We will com-

pare ϕK and ϕN and apply Proposition 30 to establish the lemma. Let ϕi be the CF of Kpxdi , Y d
i q

and recall, by (18), ϕN ptq � exp
�

1
2 it

l2

d

°d
i�2 logpρq2pxdi q � 1

2 t
2 l2

d

°d
i�2

�
logpρq1pxdi q

�2
	

. Define

the positive constants c :� maxtc1, c2u and c1 :� mint1, l2J{p32cq, c11, c12u, where the constants

c1, c
1
1 (resp. c2, c

1
2) are given in Lemma 14 (resp. Lemma 16) and J is as in assumption (12).

Note that the constants c, c1 do not depend on the choice of xd P Ad. Lemmas 14 and 16 imply

the following inequality for all d P N and xd P Ad:

|logϕKptq � logϕN ptq| ¤
ḑ

i�2

����logϕiptq �
�
it
l2

2d
logpρq2pxdi q �

t2l2

2d

�
logpρqpxdi

	2

���� ¤ Rptq,

for all |t| ¤ r, where r :� c1
?
d and Rptq :� cpt2 � |t|3 � t4{?dq{?d. Since |t|3 ¤ ?

dc1t2 and

t4 ¤ dc12t2 for |t| ¤ r, we have

(26) Rptq ¤ t2pc{
?
d� cc1 � cc12q ¤ t2pc{

?
d� 2cc1q for all t P r�r, rs.

By assumption (12), there exists d10 P N such that the variance σ2
N pxdq �

l2{d°d
i�2

�
logpρq1pxdi q

�2
of N pxd,Ydq satisfies σ2

N pxdq ¥ l2J{2 for all d ¥ d10 and xd P Ad.

Let γ :� 1{2 and pick d0 P N, greater than maxtd10, p16cl�2{Jq2u. Then, for any d ¥ d0, the

inequality c{?d ¤ γl2J{8 holds. Since c1 ¤ l2J{p32cq, we have 2cc1 ¤ γl2J{8, and the bound

in (26) implies Rptq ¤ 1
2 t

2γl2J{2 ¤ 1
2 t

2γσ2
N pxdq for all t P r�r, rs. By Proposition 30, for all

d ¥ d0, supxPR
��Φd

N pxq � Φd
Kpxq

�� is bounded above by»
R

Rptq
π|t| exp

�
�p1� γqσ2

N pxdqt2
2



dt� 12

?
2

π3{2σN pxdqr
¤ C 1{

?
d,

where C 1 :� c
³
Rp|t| � t2 � |t|3q expp�l2Jt2{8qdt � 24

?
2

π3{2l2Jc1
. Since the left-hand side of the

inequality in the lemma is bounded above by 1, the inequality holds for all d P N if we define

C :� maxtC 1,
?
d0u. �

Proof of Proposition 8. Since |1^ ey � 1^ ex| ¤ |x� y| for all x, y P R, by Lemma 13 we have���EYd�
�
1^ eN pxd,Ydq

�
� EYd�

�
1^ e

°d
i�2Kpxdi ,Y di q

���� ¤ C 1d�1{2

for some constant C 1 ¡ 0 and all d P N. Recall ex1tx 0u � 1^ ex � 1� 1tx¤0u for all x P Rzt0u.
Hence Lemmas 13 and 17 yield���EYd�

�
eN pxd,Ydq1tN pxd,Ydq 0u

�
� EYd�

�
e
°d
i�2Kpxdi ,Y di q1t°di�2Kpxdi ,Y di q 0u

����
¤

���EYd�
�
1^ eN pxd,Ydq

�
� EYd�

�
1^ e

°d
i�2Kpxdi ,Y di q

����� ���Φd
N p0q � Φd

Kp0q
��� ¤ C2d�1{2

for some C2 ¡ 0 and all d P N. The proposition follows. �
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Proof of Proposition 9. For any xd P Ad, by [RGG97, Proposition 2.4], we have

EYd�
�
eN pxd,Ydq1tN pxd,Ydq 0u

�
� eµN pxdq�σ2N pxdq

2 Φ

�
�σN pxdq � µN pxdq

σN pxdq



,

EYd�
�
1^ eN pxd,Ydq

�
� EYd�

�
eN pxd,Ydq1tN pxd,Ydq 0u

�
� Φ

�
µN pxdq
σN pxdq



.

where Φ is the distribution of a standard normal random variable. Note first that it is sufficient

to prove the inequality in the proposition for all d ¡ d0 for some d0 P N, since the expectations

above are bounded by 1 and we can hence increase the constant C so that the first d0 inequalities

are also satisfied.

Recall the formulas for µN pxdq and σ2
N pxdq from (18). By assumptions (12) and (13) it follows

that
��µN pxdq � σ2

N pxdq{2
�� ¤ cad{

?
d for some constant c ¡ 0 and all large d and xd P Ad. Note

that Sa :� supdPNpad{
?
dq   8 since tadudPN is sluggish. The function x ÞÑ ex is Lipschitz

on r�cSa, cSas with constant ecSa . Consequently
���eµN pxdq�σ2

N pxdq{2 � 1
��� ¤ ecSaad{

?
d for large d

and uniformly in xd P Ad.

By assumption (12), for all large d P N and all xd P Ad, we have σN pxdq ¥ l
?
J{?2. Hence,

since the function x ÞÑ ?
x is Lipschitz with constant c1 :� 1{pl?2Jq on r l2J2 ,8q, we get��σN pxdq{2� l

?
J{2�� ¤ pc1{2q

��σ2
N pxdq � l2J

�� ¤ c2ad{
?
d, where constant c2 ¡ 0 exists by (12).

Moreover, |pµN pxdq � σ2
N pxdq{2q{σN pxdq| ¤ c3ad{

?
d for c3 ¡ 0 and all large d.

Since σN pxdq�µN pxdq{σN pxdq �
�
µN pxdq � σ2

N pxdq{2
� {σN pxdq�σN pxdq{2, the inequalities

in the previous paragraph imply that there exists c4 ¡ 0 such that |σN pxdq �µN pxdq{σN pxdq �
l
?
J{2| ¤ c4ad{

?
d for large d and uniformly in xd P Ad. Since Φ is Lipschitz with constant

1{?2π, there exists a constant C 1
1 ¡ 1, such that�����EYd�

�
eN pxd,Ydq1tN pxd,Ydq 0u

�
� Φ

�
�l?J

2

������ ¤ C 1
1

ad?
d

holds for all large d and all xd P Ad. Similarly,
���EYd�

�
1^ eN pxd,Ydq

�
� 2Φ

�
�l?J

2

	��� ¤ C 1
2
ad?
d

for

some C 1
2 ¡ 0 all large d and all xd P Ad, and the proposition follows. �

4.3. Proof of Proposition 2. We will now prove the following result.

Proposition 18. Let a � tadudPN be a sluggish sequence and p P r1,8q. There exists a constant

C4 (depending on a and p) such that for every f P S3 and all d P N we have:

}Gf � Gdf}p ¤ C4

�
3̧

i�1

}f piq}8,1{2
��

ad?
d
� e�a

2
d{p



.

In the case p � 2, define ad :�
a

2 logpdq for d P Nzt1u and note that Proposition 2 then

follows as a special case of Proposition 18.

Lemma 19. There exists a constant C such that for all f P S3 and all d P N we have:

max
!���Gfpxdq��� , ���Gdfpxdq���) ¤ Ce|x

d
1|

2̧

i�1

}f piq}8,1{2 @xd P Rd.
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Proof. The triangle inequality, definition (5) and logpρq1pxqf 1pxq ¤ } logpρq1}8,1{2}f 1}8,1{2e|x|
imply the bound in the lemma for |Gfpxdq|. To bound |Gdfpxdq|, define

β̃pxd, yq :� EYd�

�
1^ exp

�
logpρqpyq � logpρqpxd1q �

ḑ

i�2

logpρqpY d
i q � logpρqpxdi q

��

for any y P R. Then, if q denotes the density of Y d
1 � xd1 � Np0, l2{dq, we get

(27)
���Gdfpxdq��� � d

���EY d1
��
fpY d

1 q � fpxd1q
	
β̃pxd, Y d

1 q
����

¤ d

» 8

0
z
���f 1pw1qβ̃pxd, xd1 � zq � f 1pw2qβ̃pxd, xd1 � zq

��� qpzqdz,
where w1 P pxd1, xd1�zq and w2 P pxd1�z, xd1q satisfy zf 1pw1q � fpxd1�zq�fpxd1q and �zf 1pw2q �
fpxd1 � zq � fpxd1q, respectively. Moreover, |f 1pw1q � f 1pw2q| ¤ 2z|f2pw3q| holds for some w3 in

the interval pxd1 � z, xd1 � zq. Since x ÞÑ 1^ ex is Lipschitz with constant 1, we get���β̃pxd, xd1 � zq � β̃pxd, xd1 � zq
��� ¤ ���logpρqpxd1 � zq � logpρqpxd1 � zq

��� ¤ 2z| logpρq1pw4q|

for some w4 P pxd1 � z, xd1 � zq. By adding and subtracting f 1pw2qβ̃pxd, xd1 � zq on the right-hand

side of (27), applying the two bounds we just derived and noting that β̃ ¤ 1, we get���Gdfpxdq��� ¤ 2d

» 8

0
z2|f2pw3q|qpzqdz � 2d

» 8

0
z2|f 1pw2q logpρq1pw4q|qpzqdz.(28)

Note that, since maxt|w3|, |w2|, |w4|u ¤ |xd1| � z and }f2}8,1 ¤ }f2}8,1{2, we have

|f2pw3q| ¤ }f2}8,1e|w3| ¤ }f2}8,1{2e|x
d
1|�z, logpρq1pw4qf 1pw2q ¤ } logpρq1}8,1{2}f 1}8,1{2e|x

d
1|�z,

which, together with inequality (28), implies the lemma. �

Proof of Proposition 18. By Theorem 3 (on Ad) and Lemma 19 (on RdzAd), there exists a

constant C ¡ 0 such that for any f P S3 the following inequality holds:

}Gdf � Gf}pp �
»
Ad

���Gdfpxdq � Gfpxdq
���p ρdpxdqdxd �

»
RdzAd

���Gdfpxdq � Gfpxdq
���p ρdpxdqdxd

¤ Cρpep|x|q
�
apd
dp{2

ρdpAdq � ρdpRdzAdq

�

3̧

i�1

}f piq}8,1{2
�p

.

Apply Proposition 5 and raise both sides of the inequality to the power 1{p to conclude the

proof of the proposition. �

4.4. Proof of Theorem 1.

Lemma 20. Assume that ρ is a strictly positive density in C1 and that (4) holds. Then, for

any d P N, the RWM chain tXd
nunPN is V -uniformly ergodic with V :� 1{?ρd.

Proof. The lemma follows from [JH00, Theorem 4.1] if we prove that the target ρd satisfies

(29) lim
|xd|Ñ8

xd

|xd| �∇ logpρdpxdqq � lim
|xd|Ñ8

ḑ

i�1

xdi
|xdi |

logpρq1pxdi q � �8,
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(30) lim inf
|xd|Ñ8

PYd

�
ρdpYdq ¥ ρdpxdq

�
¡ 0.

Assumption (4) implies that the expression x{|x| � logpρq1pxq is bounded above and takes arbi-

trarily large negative values as |x| Ñ 8. This yields (29), since |xd| Ñ 8 implies that |xdi | Ñ 8
holds for at least one i P t1, . . . , du.

Condition (30) states that the acceptance probability in the RWM chain is bounded away

from zero sufficiently far from the origin. To prove this, recall that Yd � Npxd, l2{d � Idq and

define the set

Bpxdq :�
"

yd P Rd :
xdi
|xdi |

� pydi � xdi q P
��2l?

d
,
�l?
d



for all i ¤ d

*
,

where we interpret xdi {|xdi | :� 1 if xdi � 0. Clearly infxdPRd PYd

�
Bpxdq� ¡ 0. We now prove that

if |xd| is sufficiently large, then ρdpydq ¥ ρdpxdq for all yd P Bpxdq, which implies (30).

By (4), far enough from zero, ρ is decreasing in a direction away from the origin. Therefore,

there exists a compact interval K � R such that p�2l{?d, 2l{?dq � K and ρpyq ¥ ρpxq whenever

x R K and x{|x| � py�xq P p�2l{?d,�l{?dq. We claim that for every yd P Bpxdq, the inequality

ρpydi q{ρpxdi q ¥ pminxPK ρpxqq{pmaxxPR ρpxqq P p0, 1q holds. If xdi P K, then ydi P K and the

inequality follows trivially. If xdi R K, then, by the definition of K, we have ρpydi q{ρpxdi q ¥ 1.

This proves the claim. Hence, for yd P Bpxdq we have

(31)
ρdpydq
ρdpxdq ¥

�
max
i¤d

ρpydi q
ρpxdi q



�
�

minxPK ρpxq
maxxPR ρpxq


d�1

.

We now prove that the ratio ρpydi q{ρpxdi q takes arbitrarily large values as |xdi | Ñ 8. To show

this, pick yd P Bpxdq and assume the inequality ydi ¡ xdi . Then xdi   0 and ydi � xdi ¡ l{?d.

Moreover the following holds

ρpydi q
ρpxdi q

� exp

�
log

�
ρpydi q
ρpxdi q




¥ 1�

» ydi
xdi

logpρq1pzqdz ¥ 1� l{
?
d inf
z xdi�2l{?d

logpρq1pzq Ñ 8

as xdi Ñ �8 by (4). This, together with (31), implies (30). The case ydi   xdi is analogous and

the lemma follows. �

Proposition 21. If a strictly positive ρ satisfies (4) and logpρq P Snρ and f P Snf for some

integers nρ, nf P NY t0u, then the function f̂ , defined in (7), satisfies f̂ P Sminpnf�2,nρ�1q.

Proof. Clearly, if f P Cnf and ρ P Cnρ and if ρ is strictly positive, then f̂ P Cminpnf�2,nρ�1q. Pick

s ¡ 0. The L’Hospital’s rule implies:

lim
xÑ8

f̂pxq
es|x|

� 2

shplq lim
xÑ8

³x
�8 ρpyqpρpfq � fpyqqdy

esxρpxq � 2

shplq lim
xÑ8

ρpfq � fpxq
sesx � esxplogpρqq1pxq .

The last limit is zero by (4). An analogous argument shows limxÑ�8 f̂pxq{es|x| � 0. Hence

}f̂}8,s   8 holds for all s ¡ 0. Since hplqf̂ 1pxq{2 �
�³x

�8 ρpyqpρpfq � fpyqqdy
	
{ρpxq, this

argument implies that }f̂ 1}8,s   8 holds for all s ¡ 0. Hence f̂ P S1.
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Proceed by induction: assume that for all k ¤ n (where 1 ¤ n   minpnf � 2, nρ� 1q) we have

}f̂ pkq}8,s   8 for any s ¡ 0. Pick an arbitrary u ¡ 0. By differentiating (6) we obtain

f̂ pn�1q � �
n�1̧

k�0

�
n� 1

k



plogpρqqpk�1qf̂ pn�kq � 2

hplqpρpfq � fqpn�1q.

Since n ¤ minpnρ, nf � 1q, the induction hypothesis implies }f̂ pkq}8,u{2   8 for all 1 ¤ k ¤ n.

By assumption we have }f pn�1q}8,u   8 and }plogpρqqpkq}8,u{2   8 for all 1 ¤ k ¤ n. Hence

}f̂ pn�1q}8,u   8 holds for an arbitrary u ¡ 0 and the proposition follows. �

Proof of Theorem 1. By Lemma 20, the RWM chain Xd with the transition kernel Pd is V -

uniformly ergodic with V � ρ
�1{2
d . Moreover, by [RR97][Prop. 2.1 and Thm 2.1], Pd defines

a self-adjoint operator on tg P L2pρdq : ρdpgq � 0u with norm λd   1. Proposition 21 implies

f̂ P S3, since by assumption we have f P S1 and logpρq P S4. By Remark 6(c) in Section 5 below

we have f̂2 P S3. Since Pdf̂ � p1{dqGdf̂ � f̂ , Lemma 19 implies that pPdf̂q2pxdq ¤ Cf̂e
2|xd1|

for some positive constant Cf̂ and all xd P Rd. Hence (4) and the definition of V imply the

inequality maxtf̂2, pPdf̂q2u ¤ cV for some constant c ¡ 0. Consequently, by [MT09, Theorem

17.0.1], the CLT for the chain Xd and function f � dPdf̂ � df̂ holds with some asymptotic

variance σ̂2
f,d.

By [KV86, Gey92] we can represent σ̂2
f,d in terms of a positive spectral measure Edpdλq

associated with the function f � ρpfq � dPdf̂ � df̂ � Gdf̂ � Gf̂ as

σ̂2
f,d �

»
Λd

1� λ

1� λ
Edpdλq,

where Λd � r�λd, λds denotes the spectrum of the self-adjoint operator Pd acting on the Hilbert

space tg P L2pρdq : ρdpgq � 0u. By the definition of the spectral measure Edpdλq we obtain We

can bound

σ̂2
f,d ¤

1� λd
1� λd

»
Λd

Edpdλq � 1� λd
1� λd

}Pdpdf̂q � df̂ � f � ρpfq}22 ¤
2

1� λd
}Gdf̂ � Gf̂}22.

Finally, the result follows by Proposition 2. �

5. Technical results

The results in Section 5 use the ideas of Berry-Esseen theory and large deviations as well as

the optimal Young inequality, and do not depend on anything in this paper that precedes them.

5.1. Bounds on the expectations of test functions. We start with elementary observations.

Remark 6. Recall that Sn, n P NY t0u, is defined in (3). The following statements hold.

(a) If n ¤ m, then Sm � Sn.

(b) For n P N, f P Sn if and only if f 1 P Sn�1.

(c) If f P Sn and g P Sm then f � g, fg P Sminpn,mq.
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Proposition 22. Pick an arbitrary n P N. Assume f P Sn, k ¤ n, x P R and Y � Npx, σ2q.
Then there exists measurable Z satisfying f pkqpZqpY � xqk{k! � fpY q �°k�1

i�0 f
piqpxqpY � xqi{i!

and |Z � x|   |Y � x|. Furthermore there exists a constant C ¡ 0 (depending on n) such that,

for any m P N and s ¡ 0 we have

EY
����f pkqpZq���m |Y � x|n

�
¤ Ces

2σ2
EY r|Y � x|ns }f pkq}m8,s{mes|x|.

Proof. A random variable Z, defined via the integral form of the remainder in Taylor’s theorem,

lies a.s. between Y and x, implying |Z � x|   |Y � x|. Cauchy’s inequality yields

(32) EY
����f pkqpZq���m |Y � x|n

�2
¤ EY

����f pkqpZq���2m�EY �
|Y � x|2n

�
.

Since f P Sn � Sk, we have supxPR
��f pkqpxq��2m e�2s|x| � }f pkq}2m8,s{m   8. As Y � Npx, σ2q, the

equality EY
�
|Y � x|2n

�
� C2EY r|Y � x|ns2 holds, where C :� p2?πΓpp2n � 1q{2qq1{2{Γppn �

1q{2q and Γp�q is the Euler gamma function. Hence, by (32), we get

EY
����f pkqpZq���m |Y � x|n

�
¤ C?

2
}f pkq}m8,s{m

b
EY

�
e2s|Z|�EY r|Y � x|ns .

It remains to note EY e2sp|Z|�|x|q ¤ EY e2s|Z�x| ¤ EY e2s|Y�x| ¤ 2EY e2spY�xq � 2e2s2σ2
. �

Proposition 23. Let f : R Ñ R be a measurable (not necessary continuous) function such

that }f}8,1{2   8. Fix n P N, xd P Rd and let X1, X2 . . . , Xd be IID copies of X, satisfying

E rXns � 0 and E
�
X2n

�   8. Then the following inequality holds:

�����E
�

ḑ

i�1

fpxdi qXn
i

������ ¤ }f}8,1{2
�
ErX2ns

ḑ

i�1

e|x
d
i |
�1{2

.

Remark 7. Note that the assumptions of Proposition 23 imply that, if X is a non-zero random

variable, then n P N has to be odd.

Proof. By Jensen’s inequality, the fact that ErXs � 0 and the assumption on f we get

E

�
ḑ

i�1

fpxdi qXn
i

�2

¤ E

�
�� ḑ

i�1

fpxdi qXn
i

�2
�
� �

ḑ

i�1

pfpxdi qq2E
�
X2n
i

� ¤ }f}28,1{2ErX2ns
ḑ

i�1

e|x
d
i |.

�

5.2. Deviations of the sums of IID random variables.

Proposition 24. Let f P S0 be such that ρpfq � 0 and let a � tadudPN be a sluggish sequence.

If the random vector pX1,d, . . . , Xd,dq follows the density ρd for all d P N, then for every t ¡ 0

the following inequality holds for all but finitely many d P N:

Pρd

������ 1

d� 1

ḑ

i�2

fpXi,dq
����� ¥ tad?

d

�
¤ expp�t2a2

d{p3ρpf2qqq.
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Remark 8. Proposition 24 is an elementary consequence of a deeper underlying result, that the

sequence of random variables t°d
i�1 fpXi,dq{pad

?
dqudPN satisfies a moderate deviation principle

with a good rate function t ÞÑ t2{p2ρpf2qq and speed a2
d (see [EL03] for details). The key

inequality needed in the proof of Proposition 24 is given in the next lemma.

Lemma 25. Let assumptions of Proposition 24 hold. If ρpf2q ¡ 0, then for every closed F � R
the following holds:

lim sup
dÑ8

a�2
d logPρd

�
ḑ

i�1

fpXi,dq{pad
?
dq P F

�
¤ � inftx2{p2ρpf2qq;x P F u.

Proof. The moderate deviations results [EL03, Thm 2.2, Lem. 2.5, Rem. 2.6] yield a sufficient

condition for the above inequality. More precisely, for X � ρ, we need to establish:

(33) lim sup
dÑ8

a�2
d log

�
d � Pρ

�
|fpXq| ¥ ad

?
d
�	

� �8.

Fix an arbitrary m P N. Since f P S0, we have |fpxq| ¤ }f}8,1{me|x|{m for every x P R.

Consequently, for all large d, we get

Pρ
�
|fpXq| ¥ ad

?
d
�
¤ Pρ

�
}f}m8,1{me|X| ¥ dm{2

�
¤ }f}m8,1{mρ

�
e|X|

	
d�m{2.

Since tadudPN is sluggish, DC0 ¡ 0 such that a�2
d logp}f}m8,1{mρpe|X|qq   C0   a�2

d logpdq for all

large d P N. Hence

a�2
d logpd � Pρr|fpXq| ¥ ad

?
dsq ¤ a�2

d plogp}f}m8,1{mρpe|X|qq � pm{2� 1q logpdqq   �C0pm{2� 2q,

for all large d P N. Since m was arbitrary, (33) follows. �

Proof of Proposition 24. Note that the proposition holds if ρpf2q � 0. Assume now ρpf2q ¡ 0

and fix an arbitrary t ¡ 0. Note that since tadudPN is sluggish, so is ta1dudPN, a1d :�
ad�1

a
d{pd� 1q. Apply Lemma 25 to F � Rzp�t, tq and ta1dudPN to get the following inequality

(34) Pρd�1

������
d�1̧

i�1

fpXi,d�1q{pa1d�1

?
d� 1q

����� ¥ t

�
¤ exp

��3pa1d�1q2t2{p8ρpf2qq�
for all large enough d P N. Since 3pa1d�1q2{4 ¥ 2a2

d{3 for all but finitely many d P N,

the right-hand side in (34) is bounded above by expp�padq2t2{p3ρpf2qqq. Recall ρdpxdq �
ρd�1pxd�1qρpxddq and a1d�1

?
d� 1 � adpd � 1q{?d. Hence the left-hand side in inequality (34)

equals Pρdr|
°d
i�2 fpXi,dq{pd� 1q| ¥ tad{

?
ds and the proposition follows. �

The next result is based on a combinatorial argument. A special case of Proposition 26 was

used in [RGG97].

Proposition 26. Let n P N and a measurable f : R Ñ R satisfy ρpfq � 0 and ρpf2nq   8. If

the random vector pX1,d, . . . , Xd,dq is distributed according to ρd, then there exists a constant C,

independent of d, such that Pρd
���� 1
d�1

°d
i�2 fpXi,dq

��� ¥ 1
�
¤ Cd�n.

Remark 9. The constant C in Proposition 26 may depend on n P N and the function f .
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Proof. Fix n P N and let N0 :� NYt0u. Markov’s inequality and the Multinomial theorem yield:

Pρd

������ 1

d� 1

ḑ

i�2

fpXi,dq
����� ¥ 1

�
� Pρd

�
�
����� 1

d� 1

ḑ

i�2

fpXi,dq
�����
2n

¥ 1

�
� ¤ Eρd

�
1

d� 1

ḑ

i�2

fpXi,dq
�2n

� pd� 1q�2n
¸

k2�k3�����kd�2n
k2,k3...,kdPN0zt1u

�
2n

k2, k3, . . . , kd


 d¹
i�2

Eρ
�
fpXi,dqki

�
,

where last equality holds, because the expectation of any summand of the form
±d
i�2 fpXi,dqki

is zero if any of the indices ki � 1 since ρd has a product structure and ρpfq � 0. By Jensen’s

inequality,
±d
i�2 Eρ

�
fpXi,dqki

� ¤±d
i�2 Eρ

�
fpXi,dq2n

�ki{2n � ρpf2nq
°d
i�2

ki
2n � ρpf2nq, and hence

(35) Pρd

������ 1

d� 1

ḑ

i�2

fpXi,dq
����� ¥ 1

�
¤ p2nq! � ρpf2nqpd� 1q�2n � |Nd| ,

where |Nd| stands for the cardinality of the set

Nd :�
#
pk2, k3, . . . , kdq P Nd�1

0 ;
ḑ

i�2

kd � 2n and ki � 1 for all 2 ¤ i ¤ d

+
.

Inequality (35) and the next Claim prove the proposition.

Claim. |Nd| ¤ C 1dn for a constant C 1 independent of d.

Proof of Claim. Consider a function ζ : Nd�1
0 Ñ Nd�1

0 , ζpa2, a3, . . . , adq :� p2ta22 u, 2ta32 u, . . . 2tad2 uq,
that rounds each entry down to the nearest even number. Every element in the image ζpNdq
is a pd � 1q-tuple of non-negative even integers with sum at most 2n. Recall the number of

k-combinations with repetition, chosen from a set of d� 1 objects, equals
�
k�d�2
k

�
. There exists

C2 ¡ 0, such that

|ζpNdq| ¤
�����
#
pk2, k3, . . . , kdq P Nd�1

0 ;
ḑ

i�2

kd ¤ n

+�����
�

ņ

k�0

�����
#
pk2, k3, . . . , kdq P Nd�1

0 ;
ḑ

i�2

kd � k

+����� �
ņ

k�0

�
k � d� 2

k



¤ C2dn.

Note that the pre-image of a singleton under ζ contains at most 2n elements (i.e. pd � 1q-
tuples) of Nd. Indeed, by the definition of Nd, at most n coordinates of an element are not

zero and each can either reduce by one or stay the same. Hence, for C 1 :� C22n, we have

|Nd| ¤ 2n � |ζpNdq| ¤ C 1dn. �

5.3. Bounds on the densities of certain random variables. The key step in the proof of

Proposition 27 below is the optimal Young’s inequality: for p, q ¥ 1 and r P r1,8s, such that

1{p� 1{q � 1� 1{r, and functions f P LppRq and g P LqpRq, their convolution f � g satisfies the

inequality

(36) }f � g}r ¤ CpCq
Cr

}f}p}g}q, where Cs :�
$&
%
b

s1{s

s11{s
1 , if s P p1,8q and 1{s� 1{s1 � 1,

1, if s P t1,8u.
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For s P r1,8q, } � }s is the usual norm on LspRq and } � }8 denotes the essential supremum

norm on L8pRq. The proof of (36) for r   8 is given in [Bar98, Thm 1]. In the case r � 8,

we have CpCq{Cr � 1 and the inequality in (36) follows from the definition of the convolution,

translation invariance of the Lebesgue measure and Hölder’s inequality.

Proposition 27. Let X1, X2, . . . , Xd be independent random variables, each Xi with a bounded

density qi. The density Qd of the sum
°d
i�1Xi satisfies }Qd}8 ¤ cmaxi¤d }qi}8{

?
d for some

constant c ¡ 0.

Remark 10. The factor d�1{2 in the inequality of Proposition 27 above comes from (36) and is

crucial for the analysis in this paper. The standard Young’s inequality for convolutions would

only yield }Qd}8 ¤ cmaxi¤d }qi}8, which gives insufficient control over Qd.

Proof of Proposition 27. Since random variables Xi are independent, the density of their sum

is a convolution of the respective densities, Qd � �d
i�1qi. For all i and each t ¡ 1 we have

qi P L8pRq X L1pRq � LtpRq. Moreover, the following inequality holds for every k ¤ d� 1:

(37) }Qd}8 �
����d

i�1qi

���
8
¤

�
C d
d�1

	k
C d
k

�
k¹
i�1

}qi} d
d�1

�����d
i�k�1qi

���
d
k

We prove (37) by induction on k. For k � 1, note that d and d
d�1 are Hölder conjugates, i.e.

1{d � 1{pd{pd � 1qq � 1 Hence (36) for r � 8, q � d, p � d{pd � 1q, f � q1 and g � �d
i�2qi

implies }Qd}8 ¤ }q1} d
d�1

���d
i�2qi

��
d

and C d
d�1

� C�1
d . Now assume (37) holds for some k ¤ d�2.

Since pd{pd� 1qq�1 � pd{pk � 1qq�1 � 1� pd{kq�1, the inequality in (36) implies

����d
i�k�1qi

���
d
k

¤
C d
d�1

C d
k�1

C d
k

}qk�1} d
d�1

����d
i�k�2qi

���
d
k�1

.

This inequality and the induction hypothesis (i.e. (37) for k) implies (37) for k � 1.

Since q1 is a density, we have }qi}1 � 1. Hence we find }qi} d
d�1

¤ }qi}
d�1
d

1 }qi}
1
d8 � }qi}

1
d8 for

each i, and in particular
±d
i�1 }qi} d

d�1
¤ maxi¤d p}qi}8q. By (37) for k � d� 1 we get

}Qd}8 ¤
�
C d
d�1

	d d¹
i�1

}qi} d
d�1

¤ max
i¤d

p}qi}8q
�
C d
d�1

	d
.

Since limdÑ8
?
d
�
C d
d�1

	d
� ?

e, there exists c ¡ 0 such that
�
C d
d�1

	d
¤ c{?d for all d P N. �

Polynomials of continuous random variables play an important role in the proofs of Section 4.

Proposition 28. Let X be a continuous random variable and p a polynomial. Then the random

variable ppXq has a density.

Proof. The set B :� p
�pp1q�1 pt0uq� has finitely many points. Moreover, p is locally invertible on

RzB by the inverse function theorem and the inverses are differentiable. Hence, for any x R B,

the set p�1 pp�8, xsq is a disjoint union of intervals with boundaries that depend smoothly on

x. Since PrppXq ¤ xs � PrX P p�1 pp�8, xsqs, the proposition follows. �
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Proposition 29. Let N � Npµ, σ2q be a normal random variable and p a polynomial satisfying

infxPR |p1pxq| ¥ cp for some constant cp ¡ 0. Then the random variable ppNq has a probability

density function qppNq, which satisfies }qppNq}8 ¤ pcpσ
?

2πq�1.

Proof. Obviously, p is strictly monotonic and thus a bijection. Moreover, the distribution

ΦppNqp�q of ppNq takes the form P
�
N ¤ p�1p�q� or P

�
N ¡ p�1p�q�. Hence, for any x P R, the

density qppNq of ppNq satisfies qppNqpxq � qN
�
p�1pxq� ����p�1

�1 pxq��� � qN
�
p�1pxq� { ��p1 �p�1pxq��� ¤

1{pcpσ
?

2πq, as the density of N , qN , is bounded above by pσ?2πq�1. �

5.4. CFs and distributions of near normal random variables.

Proposition 30. Let N be a normal random variable with mean µ and variance σ2 and X a

continuous random variable. Denote with ϕX , ϕN and ΦX , ΦN the CFs and the distributions of

X and N , respectively. Assume there exist constants r ¡ 0, γ P p0, 1q and a function R : RÑ R
such that |logϕXptq � logϕN ptq| ¤ Rptq ¤ γσ2t2{2 holds on |t| ¤ r. Then

sup
xPR

|ΦN pxq � ΦXpxq| ¤
» r
�r

Rptq
π|t| exp

�
�p1� γqσ2t2

2



dt� 12

?
2

π3{2σr
.

Remark 11. The result is a direct consequence of the Smoothing theorem (see [Kol06, Theo-

rem 2.5.2]) commonly used to prove Berry-Esseen-type bounds, that relate CFs and distribution

functions of random variables.

Proof. The Smoothing theorem implies

sup
xPR

|ΦN pxq � ΦXpxq| ¤
» r
�r
|ϕN ptq � ϕXptq| {pπ|t|qdt� 24 sup

xPR
|Φ1
N pxq|{pπrq.

Note that, for any z P C, it holds |ez � 1| ¤ |z|e|z|. For z :� logpϕXptq{ϕN ptqq, this implies

|ϕXptq � ϕN ptq| ¤ |ϕN ptq|| logϕXptq � logϕN ptq| expp| logϕXptq � logϕN ptq|q @t P R.

The result follows from this inequality, supxPR |Φ1
N pxq| � 1{pσ?2πq and |ϕN ptq| � e�σ2t2{2:» r

�r

|ϕN ptq � ϕXptq|
π|t| dt ¤

» r
�r
|ϕN ptq|Rptq

π|t| e
Rptqdt ¤

» r
�r

Rptq
π|t| exp

�
�p1� γqσ2t2

2



dt.

�

Lemma 31. Let X be random variable with finite mean µ, variance σ2 and absolute third central

moment κ :� E
�
|X � µ|3

�
. Then, the characteristic function ϕX of X satisfies:����logϕXptq �

�
iµt� σ2

2
t2

���� ¤ κ|t|3

6
� σ4t4

4
@t P

�
� 1

σ
,

1

σ

�
.

Proof. The result can be established by combining the elementary bound�����E
�
eipX�µqt �

ņ

k�0

pitqn
n!

pX � µqn
������ ¤ |t|n�1

pn� 1q!E
�
|X � µ|n�1

�
@t P R

and the fact that z P C, |z| ¤ 1{2 implies |plogp1� zq � z| ¤ |z|2 (see [Wil91, p. 188] for both).

�
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Lemma 32. Let N � Np0, σ2q and let u, v P R. The random variable uN � vN2 has a

characteristic function that satisfies����logϕuN�vN2ptq �
�
ivσ2t� u2σ2

2
t2

���� ¤ 2v2σ4t2 � 2u2|v|σ4|t|3 @t P

�
� 1

4|v|σ2
,

1

4|v|σ2

�
.

Proof. The CF ϕuN�vN2 can be explicitly computed using standard complex analysis

ϕuN�vN2ptq � E
�
eipuN�vN2qt

�
� 1?

1� 2ivσ2t
exp

�
� u2σ2t2

2p1� 2ivσ2tq



@t P R.

The rest can then be shown using the elementary inequalities: z P C, |z| ¤ 1{2 implies

|plogp1� zq � z| ¤ |z|2 and |1{p1� zq � 1| ¤ 2|z|. �
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